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HTC One M9 Phone Review:Sprint’s new flagship phone takes its design cues from the
HTC 10, but it’s got a few key upgrades for those who don’t need a $720 phone. The
HTC One M9 is Sprint’s newest flagship device, and to us, it’s the best smartphone
Sprint has ever built. To get the best mobile phone experience, you need to subscribe
to Sprint’s Unlimited plan. Which is why we asked our readers to help us find the best
one for $60 monthly. One reader we ask to be our guide, he’s giving the international
GSM version with 16GB of storage ($699), 3GB RAM and an unlocked bootloader.
There was a time when GSM devices had inferior battery life and software features.
But that time has ended. Sprint made some great improvements with this phone,
including a lighter and thinner design, faster charging, better camera quality, and
most importantly, better signal quality. What’s inside? All models come with a
fingerprint scanner, an improved camera app, and wireless charging, but LTE is
available on higher-tier models and the battery can’t be easily replaced. Where to Buy
The One M9 costs $699 and $749 for the model with LTE service. The One Max has an
additional $50 for the version with LTE service. Trusted Reviews has the phone with
16GB storage and 3GB RAM for $599.99. Our Review Process The following guidelines
outline our review process. In our testing, I found the One M9’s quality to be excellent.
This is a device that can take a beating, and I had no issues with its durability or
resilience to rough treatment. There are improvements to the One M9’s camera
design, which has the ability to take some great photos. The 1.2GHz Qualcomm
Snapdragon 810 is a great chipset, and the One M9 is one of the first mobile devices to
come with this chip. The one issue I noticed was the phone’s pick up and storage. It
sometimes struggled to pick up when held by hand, and I found myself needing to
shake the phone. View Deal My test unit of the One
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